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Project Motivation & Goal

Water Budgets in SGMA- What about interbasin boundary flows?
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From DWR Water Budget BMP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Water Budgets are required in Groundwater Sustainability Plans (GSP)Provide recommendations to GSAs on methodologies to account for interbasin interaction in their GSPs



Hydrologically 
Interconnected 
Subbasins 
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Interbasin Flow

 12 subbasins in Study area

 Relevant to entire Central Valley

 Need to collaborate with 
neighbors early on

Subbasin A Subbasin B

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NSV IRWM TAC- forum for SGMA updates and information for 6 county region (Shasta, Tehama, Butte, Glen, Colusa, and Sutter)



Available Tools

1. Darcy’s Law
2. Groundwater Model
3. Integrated Groundwater Surface Water Model
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Conclusion: In basins with complex spatial and
temporal variations in water budget components,
integrated groundwater-surface water modeling is the
best approach to quantify and evaluate interbasin
groundwater flows

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using Darcy’s Law is based on historical groundwater elevation data and average aquifer properties. Incorporation of the detailed variations in aquifer properties and basin boundary configuration in this approach is challenging. Averaging the conditions at the basin boundaries may result in missing seasonal and annual variations in aquifer processes. Additionally, a major shortfall of this approach is the inability to predict basin conditions and interbasin flows under future water resources conditions of the basin and SGMA projects needed for sustainability of the basin. 



Why use an Integrated Groundwater-
Surface Water Model?
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Groundwater System

Surface Layer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Driven by ‘head’.  Importance of understanding how changes in the water budget affect gw conditions (ie head) and therefore interbasin flow and gw-sw interaction.  Need this sort of tool for ‘prediction’ or evaluation of scenarios.Importance of calibration- how well does it simulate historical gwl conditions



Conclusions Relevant to GSAs 
Statewide
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 Integrated gw-sw models should be used for water budget 
and GSP development by GSAs in the Central Valley

 Models are available but locals need to evaluate them for 
their specific area/subbasin
 Include as task in current grant proposal? On regional basis?

 Existing models are a valuable starting point 
 BUT long term commitment is needed by GSAs and 

DWR/USGS to make them better for management under 
SGMA

 Importance of making these models more easily comparable 
 need DWR/USGS to provide tools and guidance



Recommended Approach

1. Form Advisory Committee
2. Identify the needs: modeling goals, objectives, and 

outcomes: e.g. Sea water intrusion, land subsidence, 
water quality, stream-aquifer interaction

3. Identify models: what tools and data are available?  
What integrated groundwater-surface water models are 
available?

4. Analyze models: which model is appropriate?
5. Select an approach
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1. Form Advisory Committee
As an example, this project’s “Technical Collaborators”:
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brought in lead model developers on regional modelsOthers who have used the models in the study area General expertise on modelingNSV locals with expertise and familiarity with study area



2. Identify the Needs 9

Water budget development
 Establishing Minimum Thresholds
 Predict basin conditions under future 

scenarios



3. Identify Models

What models and local 
data are available?
Groundwater models
 Land surface water 

budgets

 Tech Memo describes 
inventory of available 
models in the region
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4. Analyze Models: Selection Criteria11

Model Characteristics
Code Platform- is it appropriate?
Model Owner/Developer- status of development?
 Availability and Documentation
 Integrated Model?- does it include necessary processes
Geographic Area
 Simulation Period
 Hydrogeology representation- Number of Layers?
 Ag Demand Estimation Method
 Stream-Aquifer Interaction Method



4. Analyze Models: Selection Criteria12

 How well is the model calibrated?  Particularly along 
subbasin boundaries

 How do water budgets compare to local 
data/knowledge?

Can the model accommodate future conditions and 
simulate SGMA Undesirable Results?



5. Model Selection

 GSAs should consider:
1. How well does the model match my current understanding of 
the surface layer and groundwater budget in my area?
2. How well does the model match historical groundwater level 
conditions, particularly near subbasin boundaries?

 Importance of local data to ground truth regional models
 But maintain internally consistent groundwater budget!

 Should not pull different water budget components from 
different sources to round out the groundwater budget

 Role for local models
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Why early collaboration is so 
important…
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 Accept that different models will not perfectly agree. 
Models are often in an ongoing state of update as they 

are refined
 Adaptive management needed to 

 incorporate changing tools/results into the planning 
process

 recognize and allow for uncertainty 
 Incorporate new information without sudden and 

disruptive shifts in management actions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
uncertainty inherent in models needs to be accounted for when making decisions based on their results



Plug for the Northern 
Sacramento Valley 
Integrated Regional 
Water Management 
Committed to continuing the 
efforts of regional water 
management through this plan

nsvwaterplan.org/
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Questions?
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Christina Buck
cbuck@buttecounty.net

Final Report and Project Information Available at:
https://www.buttecounty.net/waterresourceconservation/Speci
alProjects/InterbasinGroundwaterFlowProject
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